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Scalable Access
to Scientific Data

I n the January/February 2005 issue of IEEE
Internet Computing, guest editors Korsmeyer
and Thompson explored the theme of Internet

access to scientific data.1 As they pointed out, sci-
entific applications — from space exploration to
environmental science to high-energy physics —
generate huge volumes of data. A good example
is NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS), which
consists of a series of polar-orbiting and low-incli-
nation satellites that collect long-term observa-
tions of our planet, including the land surface,
biosphere, solid earth, atmosphere, and oceans
(http://eospso.gsfc.nasa.gov). The satellites send
these observations back to Earth, where they’re
stored and processed by NASA’s Earth Observing
System Data and Information System (EOSDIS),
which consists of several distributed active archive
centers (DAACs). The satellites will continuously
generate such data for at least 15 years. 

DAACs process raw data and transform them
into higher-level data products, making them avail-
able to scientists from various disciplines and to the
public. This data’s sheer volume and richness illus-
trates the scalability challenges such projects face.
In this column, I use a simple analytic model to
analyze the scalability of an infrastructure that
generates high-level data products derived from
raw data and then delivers them in response to user
requests. I also discuss the concept of metadata and
how it generally facilitates access to scientific data.

Basic Architecture
Consider the architecture  in Figure 1, which is
typical of many scientific data-collection
processes. Various satellites collect data and send
them to different ground stations. These ground
stations calibrate and validate the raw data before
sending them to the data product generation cen-
ters, which generate the high-level data products.
End users access the DPGCs and request data

products of interest, which are transferred to
users over the Internet.

Because DPGCs constantly receive new data,
they must constantly generate new data products.
These data centers typically go through a two-phase
generation cycle consisting of data-product genera-
tion and a quiet period, when new data accumulates.

Some scalability questions related to architec-
tures such as this include:

• What is the maximum data-product retrieval
rate from the DPGCs?

• What is the average data-product retrieval time
for a given retrieval rate of data products?

• What is the impact of the quiet period’s dura-
tion on the data-product retrieval time?

I use a simple analytical model to answer these
questions.

The Model
The following model can provide a quantitative
analysis of the trade-offs related to scalable scien-
tific data generation and retrieval. Let

• Dproc,g be the processing time required to gen-
erate a data product;

• DIO,g be the I/O time required to generate a data
product;

• Z be the quiet period duration;
• Dproc,r be the processing time required to

retrieve a data product;
• DIO,r be the I/O time required to retrieve a data

product; and
• � be the average arrival rate of end-user

requests for retrieval.

Because a DPGC must devote a portion of its pro-
cessing capacity to generating data products, let’s
start by determining what fraction of the process-
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ing and I/O capacity it uses for this
purpose. We give the throughput of
data-product generation, X0,g, as

X0,g = 1/(Dproc,g + DIO,g + Z). (1)

Using the service demand law,2 which
says that the utilization of a resource is
equal to the service demand at the
resource multiplied by the system
throughput, we compute processor uti-
lization due to data-product generation,
Uproc,g, and I/O subsystem utilization due
to product-generation activities, UIO,g:

Uproc,g = Dproc,g � Xo,g (2)

and

UIO,g = DIO,g � Xo,g. (3)

To account for the effect of data-
product generation activity on data-
product retrieval, we elongate Dproc,r
and DIO,r by dividing these terms by
a factor equal to one minus the
processor or I/O utilization, respec-
tively:

(4)

and

. (5)

In Equations 4 and 5, as processor
and I/O subsystem use increases, the
elongated service times also increase
as desired.

Finally, we compute the average
data-product retrieval time, R, using
standard open queuing network
models:2

.
(6)

By analyzing Equation 6’s denomina-
tor, we see that the maximum rate of
data-product retrieval is equal to

, (7)

which guarantees that processor and
I/O subsystem utilization don’t exceed
100 percent.

Numerical Results
Consider the parameters in Table 1. I
considered three values for Z, the quiet
period duration: 0, 5, and 10 seconds. 

Figure 2 shows the data products’
average retrieval time as a function of
the arrival rate, �. The figure indicates
that as the arrival rate approaches the
maximum value indicated in Equation
7, the retrieval time goes to infinity.
The maximum values of � for Z = 0,
5, and 10 seconds are, respectively,
0.06 requests per second, 0.0667
requests per second, and 0.0714
requests per second.

Figure 2’s curves also show that as
the quiet period duration increases,
retrieval time decreases. This happens
because larger values of Z imply a
lighter load on the DPGC due to data-
product generation, given that no
data generation takes place during
quiet periods. However, larger values
of Z also imply that data-product

requests will be more likely to retrieve
less up-to-date data products — that
is, products that don’t incorporate all
the latest data received from the
satellites. Thus, a trade-off exists
between recency and performance.

Using Metadata to
Improve Scalable Access
Another issue surrounding scientific
data is the concept of metadata and
how it can improve scalable access. In
the science domain, it’s common to use
metadata to describe data products.
Consider temperature measurements
from the sea surface obtained by an
instrument on board a satellite. The
metadata would indicate the coordi-
nates of the region where the measure-
ments were taken, the date and time of
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Figure 1. Data collection and processing architecture. Various satellites
continuously beam raw data to ground stations, which preprocess the data and
send them to data product generation centers. End users retrieve data products
from one or more of the DPGCs.
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Table 1. Parameter values 
for the numerical example.

Parameter Value (seconds)
Dproc,g 15
DIO,g 10
Dproc,r 4
DIO,r 10



day, and the type of instrument used. As
scientists study the phenomena of their
disciplines, they must be able to inte-
grate, in a seamless and timely manner,
discoveries from their domains with
those from other domains to generate
significant scientific advances and dis-
coveries. Physicists and chemists, for
example, use data products and com-
putational models that they might need
to share with astronomers if those
astronomers are to fully understand the
origins of a new galaxy under study.
This integration across disciplines is
better accomplished through the prop-
er use of metadata. However, science
domains usually have their own termi-
nologies, and the models and data sets
they create refer to each domain’s ter-
minology. This poses a problem to effi-
cient information integration across sci-
entific domains. To solve the problem,
metadata should be associated with
semantically rich ontologies to allow
for cross-domain fertilization. Thus,
efficient access to metadata can
improve the scalability of access to sci-
entific data because most of the search
across large data product repositories
can be done at the metadata level.

T he challenges in providing scalable
access to scientific data are not

trivial due to the large volumes of data

involved; the heterogeneity of data
formats and terminology used; and the
very large rate at which a multitude of
sensors and scientific instruments gen-
erate new data. In making decisions
regarding the infrastructure that sup-
ports access to scientific data, we must
consider many, at times conflicting,
criteria such as ease of access to the
data, data recency, and timeliness.
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Figure 2. Average retrieval time for data products vs. arrival time of requests for
three values of the quiet period duration. The retrieval time decreases as the
quiet period duration increases.
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